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Preface

D
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This is the 7th annual report I have produced since 2006. It is an

This year I decided to give a much bigger role and voice to

exciting time for digital practitioners and 2013 promises to be a

digital practitioners. An Advisory Board of 20 digital practitioners

turning point for many organizations.

provided strategic and pragmatic advice over the summer before

The digital workplace concept is gaining momentum as

the survey opened in September. We interacted and debated

organizations are beginning to realize that work is fundamentally

issues in an online collaborative space, where we developed and

changing. We read and hear about innovative companies where

refined many of the survey questions.

people are encouraged to work outside the corporate walls,

The report also includes numerous “In practice” contributions.

where real time communication lets them to stay in touch with

These are short cases where survey participants talk about their

colleagues and customers as needed and where new ideas turn

firsthand experience on the digital workplace journey. Some are

into products through internal crowdsourcing.

just starting, others are well on the way. All bring a tone of reality

However the digital workplace reality is quite different for most.

and all were written directly by the practitioner.

The majority of people work in contexts where they are limited

I want to thank the 362 organizations around the world that

physically and functionally by their digital tools and fragmented

participated in the 2013 online survey. I am also grateful for the

platforms. They are stifled by organizational cultures that do

strategic and pragmatic guidance provided by many of my peers

not encourage initiatives and management styles that are not

and clients around the world.

conducive to open dialogue.
Fortunately there are exceptions to this and the early adapters

Jane McConnell

studied in this report are among those starting the “digital
workplace journey”. The journey is long and transformative.
It involves culture, management and technology. Combined,
these three dimensions bring new capabilities to people and to
organizations.
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Globally recognized thought leader for intranets and digital workplaces.

Consultant
Jane McConnell has 14 years of extensive hands-on consulting
experience with intranet and digital workplace strategy in large,
global organizations. She has conducted over 100 intranet/
digital workplace projects for 50 organizations. Most of them
are headquartered in Europe, some in North America, and all of
them are global.

Researcher
Jane has broad industry knowledge from seven years of
detailed research. She has conducted the annual IntranetDigital Workplace Trends Surveys since 2006 and published
“Global Intranet Trends” 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011. The

Contact

report evolved into “Digital Workplace Trends 2012”, followed 12

jane@netjmc.com

months later by the 2013 edition.

www.netjmc.com
www.digital-workplace-trends.com

Community builder

Twitter: @netjmc

Jane is active in different digital communities and has direct

www.linkedin.com/in/netjmc

access to a global community of digital managers via her LinkedIn
group NetJMC&Co that has over 700 members worldwide.
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Survey background

License terms

“Digital Workplace Trends 2013” is the seventh annual survey

If you participated in the survey or have purchased the report,

of a series that began in 2006 then known as “Global Intranet

you have permission to share the document with other

Trends”.

employees in your organization. You and they may print and

As early as 2008, it began to track the social media features that

distribute this document, but only within your organization. You

were beginning to impact intranets and in 2012 the name was

may also publish it in your digital workplace.

officially changed to “Digital Workplace Trends”.

If you wish to share it outside your organizations such as with
your agency or consultant partners, or if you represent a group,

Methodology

club or association and would like to share it with your members,

Data for this report was collected in the fourth quarter of 2012.

contact Jane McConnell.

The findings are based on an extensive online survey of 362
organizations around the world, from a wide range of industries.

Important

Participating organizations are headquartered primarily in

The utmost care has been taken in compiling and analyzing the

Europe, North America and Asia Pacific. They range in size from

information contained in this document. The interpretation, views

under 1,000 to over 100,000 people. (See “Demographics” in

and opinions expressed on the basis of the results are those

the Appendix.)

of the author. They do not necessarily represent those of the

Participants apply to participate and each one receives a

individual organizations who participated in the survey.

customized link to the online platform. The survey includes over
100 questions, both open and closed.

Jane McConnell, jane@netjmc.com
Copyright © 2013 Jane McConnell

Advisory Board

All rights reserved.

Survey creator and author, Jane McConnell, was assisted this
year by a practitioner Advisory Board that participated actively
in identifying topics and formulating questions. (See “Advisory
Board” in the Appendix.)
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Using the report
Designed as a communication tool to be used in meetings and workshops, Digital Workplace Trends
2013 has data, analysis and firsthand stories that will guide and inspire organizations along their own
digital workplace journey.

D
Trends

The 10-minute read
The “Executive summary” has been designed to give you a fast
overview of the main points.
There is a clickable detailed list of pages at the end of the
Appendix that lets you zoom in on any specific point of interest.

Unique report designed to be a communication tool
This report is designed to be used during meetings and
conversations in your organization. Each page is self-contained,
much like a presentation slide. Identify the pages that address
the topic of your conversation and display them in full screen
mode.

Firsthand stories: “in practice”
The trends identified and analyzed are derived from data
provided online by the participants. This year we have included
stories from different organizations in the “In practice” sections
which appear throughout the report. These contributions from
digital practitioners were written individually by them. The tables
“Key change facilitators” and “Critical success factors” show
options ticked by the practitioners themselves.

© Jane McConnell
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The top two goals of the digital workplace - rated equally important - are “organizational intelligence”
and “efficiency and cost savings”.

D
Trends

Definition of digital workplace
The term “digital workplace” is not used here to represent a
desirable end state. It is used to represent what most organizations
already have – a combination of digital applications, tools and
intranets that people use to do their jobs. The digital workplace

Workforce

has different dimensions, not all equally mature. They include

Partners, clients

Public

Social collaboration

managed information and processes, structured collaboration,

Managed

social collaboration and a mobile dimension.

(Real-time, constant movement, unpredictable)
DISCOVER, DISCUSS

(Authoritative
stable, reference)
REFER, DO

Structured collaboration

The digital workplace is transformative.

(Creative, coordinated, goal-oriented)
WORK, CREATE

It is an integral part of how organizations are transforming their
ways of working towards greater collaboration, open innovation
and mobile and real time reactivity.

The mobile dimension

Senior managers in the early adopters understand this. They

Available from computer, tablet, smartphone.

participate and act as role models and are often the driving force
behind digital workplace initiatives.

Experimentation for some, adoption for others.
2013 is the year of digital workplace awareness and
experimentation for the majority of enterprises. For early
adopters, it is the year of change facilitation.
Change facilitation and new styles of leadership are more

Digital workplace initiatives are integrated into formal
enterprise transformation programs.
This is especially true for “floor-field” organizations where 30
percent either have a specific program dedicated to their digital
workplace initiatives or have integrated these initiatives into a
formal enterprise transformation program. Just under 20 percent
of “desk-office” organizations have done this.

critical than the digital workplace platform and capabilities. The
survey looked at these angles as well, when defining the “early
adopters”.

© Jane McConnell
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Mobile and social are on the starting block.
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Sixty percent of organizations consider mobile to be important

Enterprise social networking is on the runway, but
has not lifted off.

and have already made “significant” or “some” investment. Last

Enterprise social networking is deployed in 70 percent of

year the figure was just under 40 percent. Nearly 90 percent

early adopters and 35 percent of the majority and has not

of early adopters have already invested and plan to continue.

yet reached a critical mass of usage even for most of the

BYOD (bring your own ‘mobile’ device) is well established in

early adopters. However, the proportion of organizations that

early adopters where many provide BYOD technical support to

say they have “no plans for social networking” has dropped

co-workers.

radically from 38 percent just 12 months ago to 7 percent at

2013 is the year where mobile takes off.

Forty-five percent of organizations offer either no mobile or
simply access to email. One third offer “basic services” such
as calendar, directory and news. Only 20 percent have mobile
access to work tools for collaborative, HR and other taskrelated needs.

the end of 2012.

The digital workplace - a very busy place with new
capabilities and much experimentation – is more
fragmented today than 12 months ago.
Coordination and governance are lacking, which is not surprising,

Deployment of social collaboration continues, but
adoption lags, especially for “disruptive” social
capabilities.

as policies and guidelines have not yet been put into place.
This may be compensated for over the next few years because
information organization (information architecture, taxonomies

Adoption lags far behind deployment for the social capabilities

and tagging) is the second highest priority for investment in 2013

that empower individuals and self-organizing communities and

and 2014.

challenge traditional hierarchies and roles within organizations.
These include capabilities such as commenting, user-generated
content, internal crowdsourcing.

© Jane McConnell
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Transformation requires preparation.
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The transformative process is just beginning and has
not yet impacted most organizations.

Early adopters are also early to the cloud.

The social collaborative dimension lives apart from the managed

adopters also emphasize flexibility and reliability. Usage of the

dimension for most organization. Nine percent have begun to

cloud varies depending on the sector of activity with 70 to 80

integrate social capabilities into their enterprise processes,

percent of organizations in education, software and industrial

thereby fundamentally rethinking how they work. This figure

manufacturing saying the cloud is “relevant” for them.

They, like the majority, say cost is a major reason. However, early

reaches 22 percent in the early adopter group.

The senior management role in the digital workplace
is less symbolic and more operational.

Middle managers resist as the change begins to
happen.
The greatest resistance to new social collaborative ways of

Digital Boards with high-level senior participation are less

working comes from senior management for the majority of

common than 12 months ago. This is balanced by the fact that

organizations but from middle management in the early adopters.

senior-level stakeholders have become more active in ensuring

Major concerns are lack of business value and wasting time.

that their services are delivered to the workforce via the digital
workplace. This is the case for 71 percent of early adopters and
41 percent of the majority.

Change facilitation is not yet a priority but rapidly
becoming one.
Most organizations where there is resistance to social collaborative

Information security is a key concern and limits
digital workplace development in certain areas.

ways of working report slow success in overcoming resistance.

“Customer confidential information compromised” is the top

areas where only 14 percent of budgets is spent.

major concern for organizations (50 percent) followed by

Organizations report that the most effective change driver is

“employee accidentally shares confidential information” and

“colleague and peer” behavior.

Interestingly, education, training and change management are

“penetration by external individuals”, both at 40 percent.
Impact of these concerns includes limiting the development
of mobile services and social networking capabilities. Early
adopters are half as likely to do this compared to the majority.
(20 percent compared to 40 percent.)
© Jane McConnell
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Transformation

Organizational intelligence and efficiency
Key points
Strategic goals
Digital workplace today
Digital workplace journey in practice

Digital Workplace Trends 2013

Integral part of enterprise transformation

D
Trends

The digital workplace plays an integral role in transforming the way people work.

Speciﬁc program in place
dedicated to our DW initiative

DW initiative is ofﬁcial part of a higher level
organizational-wide change program.

8%

KEY FINDINGS

Digital workplace initiatives are officially part
of many enterprise transformation programs.

20%

DW initiative aligned to high-level
strategic values/goals.

Whether the digital workplace is part of an

36%

enterprise transformation program or the subject
of a dedicated initiative, it has become strategically

Currently working on alignment

important for many organizations.

20%

Not currently working on alignment

24%

Figure 2 Digital workplace and transformation programs
(n=360 Multiple answers possible)

© Jane McConnell
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Digital workplace journey in
practice
International Power – GDF SUEZ - “IPR Connect – digital workplace
from vision to reality”
Swisscom AG - ”Getting the basics right in the digital workplace”
Alcatel-Lucent – “The digital workplace, a way of working”
BASF SE - “Senior sponsor and strategic alignment”

Digital Workplace Trends 2013
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Mobile

Enabling people to work from anywhere
Key points
Strategies
Services offered for mobile
Concerns about mobile
In practice

Digital Workplace Trends 2013

High rise in interest and investment in mobile

D
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90% of the early adopters are investing in mobile.

High increase in interest and investment in mobile over 12 months

Early adopters have invested much more than the majority
28%

High priority and signiﬁcant
investment already made

2012

15%

54%

26%

11%

4%
60%

Considered important,
some investment made

2011

7%

32%

40%

52%

19%
10%

Moderate level of interest
but no investment yet

High priority and signiﬁcant investment already made

32%

Considered important, some investment made
Moderate level of interest but no investment yet

1%

Little or no interest at present

Little or no interest at present

5%

Early adopters

Figure 10 - Mobile interest and investment: 2011, 2012

Majority

Figure 9 - Mobile interest and investment: early adopters compared to
the majority (Q4, 2012)

KEY FINDINGS
•

Nearly 70% of organizations now consider mobile an
important area of investment, a significant increase

•

The proportion of organizations with “little or no
interest at present” has now became negligible.

Mobile is at the top of the list for investments
planned over 2013 and 2014. (See the chapter
“Investment”.)

from last year’s figure of 39%.

© Jane McConnell
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In practice
Architect of the Capitol – “Connecting with ‘onsite teleworkers’
through personal devices”
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Social collaboration
Empowering individuals and self-managed
groups
Overview: key points
Content creation and interaction
Working in real time
Networking
In practice
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Adoption lagging especially for “disruptive” social capabilities

D
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Uptake is slow, even for early adopters, especially when the social capability challenges traditional
management, communication, HR and IT roles.
User-generated
Activity streams

Commenting
100
80

KEY FINDINGS

60

Video
confrencing

Multimedia
sharing

40

Adoption requires time.

20

•

The oldest real time capabilities (video conferencing
and real time messaging) have been around for years.

Real-time
messaging

They are well adopted with relatively small gaps

Co-creation
of content

between degree of deployment and satisfaction with
adoption levels.

Innovation
Networking

Disruptive social capabilities are those where
adoption is lagging.

Finding
people, expertise

•

The gap between deployment and adoption is approximately 40 percentage points for “user-generated”, “co-creation” and “finding people, expertise”.

Older technologies

These are capabilities that challenge hierarchical
Indicator of large gap between deployment and adoption
Deployment

Satisfaction (early adopters)

Deployment

Satisfaction (majority)

management and the traditional roles of communication, HR and IT.

Figure 20 - Social capabilities: deployment and satisfaction with adoption
comparing early adopters with the majority

© Jane McConnell
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Content creation and interaction not yet common
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User-generated content, reacting through commenting, and multimedia sharing

These capabilities are deployed in fewer than 50% of organizations with an adoption rate of under 25%.

48%

User-generated content

24%

Reacting through commenting
and rating

KEY FINDINGS
43%

21%

User-generated news and knowledge
sharing
28%

Multimedia sharing

19%

•

New and uncertain: These capabilities exist in fewer
than half the organizations.

Deployment

Satisfaction

Reacting through commenting and rating

Figure 23 - Content creation and interaction capabilities:
deployment and satisfaction with adoption

•

Stalled: These capabilities have not increased over
the last 12 months.

Definitions:

•

• User-generated news and knowledge sharing. Example: enabling individual people to share their
experiences, express opinions, etc. by using blogs, wikis or other tools.

“planning/considering” is high, ranging from 25% to
over 30% of organizations. (Not shown here.)

• Reacting to news and content through commenting and rating. Example: enabling people
throughout the organization to make comments or indicate “like” on official news and published
information.
•

Growth potential high: The proportion of responses

Multimedia sharing

Multimedia sharing. Example: enabling people to share messages, ideas, training, instructions and
so on using image and sound through video-sharing, podcasting, photo-sharing or other tools.

•

Low deployment, possibly because of technology
required.

© Jane McConnell
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User-generated news & knowledge sharing
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This capability has not yet become the norm for the majority of organizations.
Deployment

QUICK READ

Available enterprise wide

24%

Satisfaction
Available in some parts

User-generated content is still in an experimental stage.

24%

24%

“User generated news” is a capability that is offered in fewer than half the
Pilots on-going

organizations. It has not yet become a natural part of the way of working

25%

18%

31%

for most organizations: satisfaction and dissatisfaction with uptake and
adoption are at equal rates.

Planning / considering

25%

It is much more prevalent in the early adopters with 87% making it
available in all or some parts of the enterprise.

No plans

The deployment rate of “user generated news” is at the same level as
Figure 1
12 months ago. Organizations are not increasing deployment of this

10%

Figure 25 - User-generated: full group

capability. Hopefully they are working on adoption.

Deployment

Definition

56%

Available enterprise wide

User-generated news and knowledge sharing. Example: enabling
using blogs, wikis or other tools.

adoption of the capability.
(The icons in the bottom chart refer

Figure
1 early adopters.)
to the

No plans

“Too early to say”

29%

5%
22%

21%

7%

Planning / considering

“Not satisfied”

47%

21%

Pilots on-going

“Very satisfied” or “Satisfied”

Early adopter
satisfaction

31%

Available in some parts

individual people to share their experiences, express opinions, etc. by

Satisfaction with the uptake and

13%

32%

1%
13%

Early adopters

Majority

Figure 24 - User-generated: early adopters vs. majority
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In practice
Elsevier - “Engagement, a business reason”
Carl Zeiss AG – “Commenting is the first step towards a social
culture”
Colacem – Financo Group – “Wikis overcome resistance to sharing
information”
Sodexo - “Enterprise social networking - the first ‘baby step’ for a
global knowledge sharing strategy”
Wells Fargo – “Put social where the people work”

Digital Workplace Trends 2013

D
Trends

Process

Governing and integrating
Key points
Decision-making, policies and guidelines
Social integrated into processes
In practice

Digital Workplace Trends 2013

Decision-making, policies and guidelines stalled overall

D
Trends

Governance are figures nearly identical to 12 months ago.

7%

Decision-making processes
& procedures

56%
33%

9%

Roles, responsibilities,
reporting

67%
22%

12%

Policies & guidelines:
managed content

69%
16%

KEY FINDINGS

6%

Policies & guidelines:
'user-generated' content

Governance put on hold in 2012

62%
28%

•
Policies & guidelines:
'team' content

The figures on this chart are identical to the same
questions posed 12 months ago.

4%
57%

•

34%

The only exception is “decision-making processes
and procedures” which has dropped by 12 points for
“formally defined” or “work in progress’.

Content ﬂow between
collaborative and
managed spaces.

2%

Fully integrated
into the way we work

44%

•

47%

'Formally deﬁned' or
'work in progress'

However, the figure for “fully integrated into the way
we work” has not increased proportionally. It is clear
that little progress has been made in this area.

No

Figure 46 - The state of governance in 2012: roles, processes, policies and guidelines
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Process: Decision-making, policies and guidelines
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In practice
Scottish Enterprise – “Online processes reduce errors”
Danske Bank – “Proactive information strategy saves time”
Echo Entertainment Group – “Self-service and collaboration
increase business efficiency”
COWI – “Global project sites enable a global organization”

Digital Workplace Trends 2013
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Experience

A platform experience of coherence, availability
and security
Key points
Components
Platform and user experience
The cloud
Security

Digital Workplace Trends 2013

Main benefits around cost and flexibility

D
Trends

Low cost is attractive for all organizations, but the early adopters see more benefit in flexibility than
others.

69%

Cost model

KEY FINDINGS

68%

35%

Reliability

•

23%

Cost is the leading reason for moving to the cloud for
all organizations.

67%

Flexibility, reserve
capacity planning

•

50%

“Flexibility, reserve capacity planning” is a major
reason for the early adopters (67%) but less so for the
others (50%).

13%

Bandwidth

•

11%

The ease of implementation and the appeal of accessing cloud-based systems outside the firewall are
also regarded by many organizations as reasons to

15%

Security, data safety

9%

move to the cloud.

26%

Application support

30%

57%

Ease of implementation

48%

48%

Availability from outside
organizational walls

58%

Early adopters

Majority

Figure 62 Benefits of the cloud
(n=146 multiple answers possible)
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Experience: The cloud
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Investment

Investment priorities, indicators, value
Key points
Budget management
Investment priorities
Indicators
In practice
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Central control predominant budget approach

D
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Control is practiced by organizations through central funding with no charge back, or central
coordination with charge back.

Central funding, no charge back

47%

KEY FINDINGS
Central management,
charge back

25%

Central control

Speciﬁc business apps managed
centrally, charged back

Nearly half of digital workplaces are funded centrally
and not charged back to the entities. Another 25%
are managed centrally but charged back. Either way,

Speciﬁc business apps managed
and funded by business

Menus of services
pay by use

•

33%

25%

central control is strong.
•

2%

Practically none of the organizations practice the
“menu of services, pay by use” model.

Figure 67 Budget models for the digital workplace

Specific business applications
•

Answer options:

For specific business applications, 33% are managed
centrally but charged back. 25% are managed and
funded independently by the business.

• We have central funding for the digital workplace program/project, and there is no charge back to
the entities.

Very large organizations

• We manage license, contracts and budget allocations centrally. However, each business area /
market / division is then recharged based on number of licenses / seats.

•

• Specific business applications for specific needs are budgeted as separate projects, managed by a
central team and charged to the specific business division.

The very large organizations (workforce over 50,000)
fund less from the center: 32% practice central fund-

• Specific business applications for specific needs are managed and financed autonomously by the
divisions. They may use internal or external resources.

ing but another 46% practice central management

• Managers and businesses can select from a menu of services and pay only for what they use.

applications are funded by the specific entity. (Not

with chargeback. 35% say that specific business

shown here.)
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Investment : Budget management
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In practice
RSPB - “If money’s tight, get the basics right”
Alstom - “Invest in change”
Grundfos Holding A/S - « How is your digital workplace actually
doing?”
University of Auckland, New Zealand - “Big value from simple
metrics”
Van Marcke Group - “Social inside increases business reactivity”
OFS Brands - “ Online engagement brings strong sales
performance”
Fortune 500 global technology company - “Digital workforce
reduces costs and works better”
Digital Workplace Trends 2013

D
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Change

Leading not managing
Key points
Culture
Concerns and resistance
Change drivers
In practice

Digital Workplace Trends 2013

Trust and knowledge sharing strong in early adopters

D
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Early adopters have cultures with greater trust, sharing and dialogue.

77%

Trust across the organization

53%

KEY FINDINGS

38%

Silos and little interaction

61%

Which came first?

52%

Sharing culture historically

26%

The early adopters show cultures that are quite

52%

Sharing culture new

different from the majority. The real question is: did

57%

the culture of trust, sharing and dialogue already

50%

Management consults people

32%

exist thereby letting the digital workplace thrive?
Or did the move towards a digital workplace have

61%

Free to express opinions

38%

Early adopters

a strong impact on the culture? The answer surely
lies in the middle, with a strong correlation between

Majority

the two.

Figure 74 - Organizational cultures: early adopters compared to the majority
Note: Percentages reflect “strongly agree” and “agree”.

Statements to which respondents indicated their agreement or disagreement:
• We have a feeling of trust across the organization, even with people we do not know personally.
• We work primarily in silos and have little interaction with people in other parts of the organization.
• Historically, our culture is one where sharing information and knowledge is encouraged.
• Sharing information and knowledge is encouraged, but this is something relatively new for us.
• Regularly, for certain issues, management consults people before making decisions.
• People feel free to express opinions even if they disagree with official policies and strategies.
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Change: Culture
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In practice
U.S. Bank – “Recognize and leverage different adoption stages”
An international law firm – “Organic growth is peer-driven”
Pacific Gas and Electric Company – “Encourage change in a
practical way”
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited – “Encourage change in an
organized way”
UNICEF - “Selling the ‘Digital Workplace’ via concrete use cases”
Unisys Corporation - “Show business value at the employee level”

Digital Workplace Trends 2013
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Finding your direction

Digital Workplace Trends 2013

Finding your direction 1/2

D
Trends

No journey is the same.

Identify your strategic principles.

Every organization has specific priorities, a unique culture and

Strategy changes depending on circumstances. Define strategic

time sensitive ambitions. Much can be learned from peers but

principles that reflect your organization’s values and goals. Do

ultimately each organization needs to find its own way.

this collaboratively, associating decision-makers and influencers
in your organization. Then use the principles as a basis for

Build a digital mind-set.
One of the strongest change drivers is finding champions and good
practices within your own organization. If you are just starting the
journey, you will benefit from external input and benchmarking,

decision-making and prioritizing action areas. Knowing these
principles, people will be empowered to adapt and react
appropriately as situations evolve.

but once you have a sense of direction, concentrate on working

Lead from the top and drive from the operational level.

with your own stakeholders and managers to gradually build a

Senior managers’ visible participation in the digital workplace

digital mind-set inside your organization.

will have strong impact. However, it is in day-to-day life and
operational activities and processes where a digital mind-set can

Build the big picture, bringing diverse initiatives
together.
You probably have a variety of different initiatives across your
organizations. They are likely competing for management
attention, budget and user adoption. You need to find a way to

bring big differences.
Remember that the top two goals of the digital workplace are
“operational intelligence” and “efficiency and cost savings”.
Success in these two complementary areas requires operational
involvement.

bring these initiatives into a single framework that enables you
to prioritize, collaborate and ensure that each initiative takes full
advantage of the others.
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Finding your direction: In practice
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Finding your direction 2/2

Focus on capabilities, not tools.

D
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Much time is wasted debating about tools. Elevate the discussion

Think integrated: managed, collaborative and social
are different dimensions of the same thing.

to what people need to be able to do. As the digital workplace

Work with process owners to integrate collaborative and social

snapshot shows, people have fundamental needs to discuss and

features into your enterprise processes. Strong differences

discover, to work and create and to refer to reference documents

between these three dimensions will limit your digital workplace.

and carry out tasks. The way each organization prioritizes and

This requires nuanced thinking about policies and guidelines

meets these needs will be different. (See “Digital workplace

in order to get the right balance between “mandatory” and

snapshot” in the Appendix.)

“recommended”.

Define governance based on “freedom within a
framework”.

Keep in mind three facets of the digital workplace:
leadership and change, capabilities and platform.

Be attentive to decision-making and accountability. Try to
place all decisions at the lowest level of accountability, thereby
empowering people as much as possible but ensuring that risks
are managed. Evaluate carefully what needs to be handled by
the “center” and what decisions are better made by other parts
of the organization. This will depend very much on your current

The NetJMC Digital Workplace Model is built on a matrix including
these three facets and a progression from the classic intranet
to the transformative digital workplace. It has been developed
collaboratively with a group of leading digital practitioners and is
both a diagnostic and action tool for organizations.

organizational dynamics and your vision for the future.
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Finding your direction: In practice
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Survey demographics

Over 50,000
71 (20%)

From 30 to 50,000
33 (9%)

From 15 to 30,000
78 (22%)

D
Trends

Under 1,000
57 (16%)

Participating organizations range in
size from under 1,000 to over 50,000
employees.

From 1 to 5,000
33 (9%)

Most of the organizations work in several
countries.

From 5 to 15,000
90 (25%)

KEY FINDINGS

Figure 85 - Participating organizations: size of workforce
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The geographical split based on the location
of headquarters office is:
• Europe - 53%
• North America - 26%
• Asia Pacific - 19%
• Other - 2%

Appendix: Survey demographics
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Survey demographics 2/2
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Communication

41 %

IT

KEY
FINDINGS
Two-thirds
of the survey respondents are

from Communication or IT departments.

26 %

Marketing

• 41% of survey respondents are in
communication departments.

7%

Knowledge/information
management

5%

HR

4%

Digital/online/web

4%

Administration

2%

Shared global services

2%

Others (1% each)

• 26% of respondents are from IT
departments.
The remaining third are split over different
departments in the organization.

7%

Figure 86 - Respondents: department within their organization
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Advisory Board
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The practitioners listed below helped identify survey topics, formulate questions and in general bring
ideas to the table as the survey was being designed.
• Agnès Grellet,  Intranet Manager at Veolia Environnement
(based in France)
• Brian Holness, Enterprise Content Management Programme Manager, International Power – GDF SUEZ,
(based in the UK)
• Candace Cahill, Consultant, formerly manager of the
Employee Digital Workplace for the Healthcare sector of
Philips, chair of the Philips Digital Workplace Board, (based
in the USA)

• Luke Mepham, Global Intranet Strategy & User Experience
Manager, Aviva, (based in the UK)
• Martin Risgaard Rasmussen, Application Consultant,
Grundfos Holding A/S, (based in Denmark)
• Patricia Eagan, Senior Manager Web Communications at
The Jackson Laboratory, (based in the USA)
• Sharon O’Dea, Senior Manager, Online Communications at
Standard Chartered Bank, (based in the UK)
• Steve Eades, Steve Eades Consulting, formerly Medical

• Ernst Décsey, Communication Specialist Intranet, UNICEF,
(based in Switzerland)
• Franklin Bradley, Internal Communications Manager, Architect of the Capitol (based in Washington DC, USA)
• Frazer Orr, Web Content Publisher, University of Auckland
(based in New Zealand)
• Gabriele Maltinti, Group Director, Knowledge Management
and Sharing, Sodexo, (based in France)
• Joanne Treverton, Intranet Manager, RSPB (Royal Society

Assurance Society, New Zealand
• Thomas Maeder, Intranet Experience Manager, Swisscom
AG, (based in Switzerland)
• Tine Marie Kirkegaard, formerly Digital Media Manager,
Carlsberg, (Denmark)
• William Amurgis, formerly Internal Communications Director, American Electric Power, (based in the USA)
• Yann Vialet, Senior Web Communications Manager at
Alcatel-Lucent, (based in France)

for the Protection of Birds), (based in the UK)
• Kelli Carlson-Jagersma, VP Collaboration Strategy, Wholesale, Wells Fargo, (based in the USA)
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The people and groups listed below provided support to the Digital Workplace Trends 2013 survey and
report. Most of them have been involved for multiple years.
Special thanks
• Ernst  Décsey for his critical eye and detailed comments

Appreciation for advice, communication and helping
spread the word

• Andrew Wright, Worldwide Intranet Challenge  for his sup-

• Alex Manchester, Step Two Designs

port and global communication about the survey
• Martin White, Intranet Focus, for his advice and support
over the last 7 years
• James Robertson, Step Two Designs, for his advice and
support over the past 7 years
• Martin Fenge, designer, FENGE.dk, for his flexibility and
dedication under tight deadlines
• The members of the Digital Workplace Trends Advisory
Board, all digital practitioners in their organization

• Catherine Grenfell, Intranet Leadership Forum
• Digital Workplace Group (Paul Miller, Nancy Goebel and all
the team)
• Lau Andreasen, JBoye
• Kurt Kragh Sørensen, IntraTeam
• Mark Morrell, intranet-pioneer.com
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• Peter Richards, Wheat & Chaff
• Samuel Driessen, Entopic
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• And the many bloggers and tweeters who have helped
communicate about the survey
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Jane McConnell’s services
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Globally recognized thought leader for intranets and digital workplaces.

Management briefings
I give senior managers a concise, strategic view of digital
workplace strategies, trends and practices. This bird’s eye view,
supported by data and examples, enables management teams
to rapidly grasp the issues and envisage their own roles and calls
to action.

Strategy advisor
I help my clients define strategies, governance and concrete
action areas for their digital workplace initiatives. This work is
based on a specific workshop methodology practiced over
many years. It is grounded by the NetJMC Digital Workplace
Model, a diagnostic tool designed to help define roadmaps from

Contact

a classic intranet to a transformative digital workplace.

jane@netjmc.com
www.netjmc.com

Speaker

www.digital-workplace-trends.com

I inspire and motivate audiences seeking insights into issues and

Twitter: @netjmc

strategies associated with the digital workplace. My talks help

www.linkedin.com/in/netjmc

them see their own perspectives and opportunities as they make
their own journey. My talks are rooted in data as well as years of
high-level consulting experience.
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